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Artist: Korrosive
Title: Get it Grill
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: R&B/Rap
UPC: 881034743091
Cat No: BPP3785
Distribution: Global

Artist: 7Horses
Title: Brave New World
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Experimental/Pop
UPC: 881034728289
Cat No: BPP4102
Distribution: Global

Artist: 4Qua
Title: 4Qua
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: R&B
UPC: 881034728296
Cat No: BPP4203 
Distribution: Global  

About this release:
Korrosive will burn through your 
headphones with their hot and electric 
brand new tracks on his latest album 
Get it Girl! Composed with original 
beats and lyrics, he blows every other 
rapper out of the water. He is quickly 
becoming a worldwide sensation! 
Rapper/ producer Korrosive, shows no 
boundaries with his fresh new album. 
Get in and get it because “Get It Girl” is 
becoming a fast-seller!

About this release:
7 Horses are feeling very brave and 
have entered the "Brave New World"! 
"Brave new World" combines the best 
of Patti Smith with a touch of Bjork... 7 
Horses are superb country music with 
a twist. Check this out and get some 
horses into your home and your ears 
today! This record is already the 
band’s fastest selling single with 
amazing vocals and being downloaded 
by fans all over the world.

About this release:
4Qua’s ability to transform his voice 
and music on so many different 
levels has been presented with 
wonder in his new album. The 
mixture of musical elements is not 
to be missed in “4Qua”. Check out 
this engaging new album now.
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Artist: Billy Lofton
Title: These Boots are Made 
for Walking
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Dance
UPC: 881034728333
Cat No: BPP4046
Distribution: Global

Artist: Reign Lee
Title: Angels In The Dirt
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Alternative/Folk
UPC: 881034728418
Cat No: BPP4185
Distribution: Global

Artist: Rob Marin
Title: Share My Love
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: RnB
UPC: 881034728449
Cat No: BPP4190
Distribution: Global

About this release:
Billy Lofton’s new spin on “These 
Boots are Made for Walking” 
generates a new upbeat version. 
Forget about line-dancing to this 
one. This creative piece of work will 
have anyone up and grooving away. 
This is a must have. Purchase it now 
on Itunes. Check out Billy Lofton’s 
website at www.billylofton.com 

About this release:
With Time Out magazine calling 
Reign Lee’s new album cinematic it’s 
no surprise “Angels In The Dirt” is 
the talk of the town. Her individual 
taste of blending rock, alternative 
and folk flow throughout the music. 
This is a one off album to listen to.

About this release:
Rob Marin fans, the wait is over. And if 
you're not already a fan, then you  
soon will be. Marin's new single “Share 
My love” is out now! With his cool 
blend of R&B and pop he creates deep 
music with an immense emotional feel. 
On the same album, he also turns 
respected past his like 'Here Waiting 
For You', into newly transformed 
masterpieces of his own!
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Artist: Tommy Dease
Title: Soul Figure
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Soul
UPC: 881034728456
Cat No: BPP4191
Distribution: Global  

Artist: D-Dollar
Title: D-Dollar
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: RnB/Rap
UPC: 881034728494
Cat No: BPP4200
Distribution: Global  

Artist: Kincart
Title: Last Operation Out
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: RnB/Hip Hop
UPC: 881034728517
Cat No: BPP4202
Distribution: Global

About this release:
No one flows better than Tommy Dease 
in his new single “Soul Figure”.With a 
hypnotic beat and ear-catching lyrics, 
this is one cool jam not to leave 
hanging. It will send you into a world 
filled with soul!"Soul Figure" is now 
available for purchase through iTunes 
and other online digital retailers!

About this release:
There are three words to describe this 
massive new album from D-Dollar (aka 
Donnell Sanders). Original, fresh and 
raw. The combination of D-Dollar’s 
talent for spitting and experience of 
growing up on the mean streets has 
come together to create and reflect 
the harshness of the world he grows 
up in, through edgy lyrics and clean 
beats.

About this release:
Kincart’s signature beats have been 
reborn on their new album “Last 
Operation Out”. You can’t help but nod 
your head to these infamous lyrics as 
they blast out your speakers. This is 
one album you've got to get and turn 
the volume up to the max whilst you 
chill at home or are cruising in your 
ride.
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Artist: D-Dollar
Title: D-Dollar
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: RnB/Rap
UPC: 881034728531
Cat No: BPP4200
Distribution: Global  

Artist: Nat Viola
Title: Turn Your World Around
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Pop
UPC: 881034728555
Cat No: BPP4017
Distribution: Global

Artist: Threshing Ground
Title: I’m In Love With A Girl 
Called Vinyl
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Pop/Rock
UPC: 881034728562
Cat No: BPP4205
Distribution: Global  

About this release:
This new single by Janice Marie will 
literally make you fall in love with her. “I 
Love You”, is by far one of the ultimate 
love songs of all time.Her soothing 
voice lulls you into a sense of comfort 
and ease. A great listen on those 
special occasions. "I Love You" is now 
available for purchase through iTunes 
and other online digital retailers.

About this release:
Nat Viola’s debut single “Turn Your World 
Around” will do exactly that! With rich 
vocals supplemented by her electro fusion 
melodies she is a force to be reckoned 
with. This track was produced by Damien 
Reilly and Petros G, from Petrophonic 
Records. The track was written by Blue 
Pie's Geert & Leslie, a power house duo 
from Europe that know how to craft a 
cool dance tune. Nat came in and laid the 
vocals down at Petrophonic and Petros G 
and Damien did the rest.  

About this release:
Threshing Ground have released 
their long awaited first EP “I’m In 
Love With A Girl Called Vinyl”. These 
UK born, Sydney boys have thrashed 
out a raw and quirky album that is 
just dripping with the clever and 
witty lyrics of Gary Marsden. You will 
be humming these catchy pop punk 
tunes for weeks.
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Artist: Kaitlin Benes
Title: Kaitlin Benes
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Pop
UPC: 881034728593
Cat No: BPP4209
Distribution: Global  

Artist: Asmodelle
Title: Dark Universe
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Electronic/Dance
UPC: 881034727718
Cat No: BPP4220
Distribution: Global  

Artist: Asmodelle
Title: Electronic Mischief
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Electronic/Dance
UPC: 881034727725
Cat No: BPP4221
Distribution: Global  

About this release:
Kaitlin Benes, the talented young 17 
year old singer/songwriter from small 
town Nebraska has released her 
debut self titled album courtesy of 
Blue Pie. This record exceeds 
expectations and is nothing short of a 
delight. With punchy strong vocals 
and harmonies that resinate from 
your ears to your toes. Don’t miss out 
on your copy of “Kaitlin Benes”. 
Available now on iTunes and all other 
leading online digital retailers.

About this release:
Welcome to Asmodelle’s “Dark 
Universe”. Inspired by the idea of 
journeying through the dark distant 
universe, this improvisational 
ambient music is mysterious to say 
the least. Each track is subtle and 
thoughtful and will leave you 
wanting more. Experience the 
wonder of Asmodelle’s “Dark 
Universe”. Available for purchase 
through iTunes and all other leading 
online digital retailers.

About this release:
“Electronic Mischief” is an enjoyable 
collection of mellow, minimal 
electronica. Her work is delightfully 
outside of the ever changing typical 
electronic music – no stuttering 
dubstep beats here! Its no wonder 
Urban Mainstream Magazine called 
Asmodelle a gifted musician. If you 
enjoyed electronica in the 1990’s, 
then “Electronic Mischief” is an 
album to check out!
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Artist: Asmodelle
Title: Transelectrix
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Electronic/Dance
UPC: 881034727732
Cat No: BPP4214
Distribution: Global  

Artist: The Judes
Title: St Patrick’s Army
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Rock
UPC: 881034742278
Cat No: BPP4242
Distribution: Global

Artist: Crosson
Title: Dreamer
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Rock
UPC: 881034742582
Cat No: BPP4217
Distribution: Global  

About this release:
Asmodelle’s long awaited “Transelec-
trix” is an energetic dance album for 
lovers of uptempo & club beats. A great 
album for those who enjoy happy 
hardcore, house music or even some 
great chillout stuff. Download it now! 
Available at iTunes and all other leading 
online digital retailers.

About this release:
This new single by The Judes 'St Patrick's 
Army' will make you wish it was St Patrick’s 
Day everyday. It is full of Rock'n'Roll with an 
Irish twist, and crafts itself into an upbeat 
anthem which will get you up onto your feet 
and dancing. The rowdy and boisterous lyrics 
complete this hearty track. Let your emotions 
run free when you listen to the song.The 
Judes are going from strength to strength, and 
the release of this single proves this! 
Download your copy of 'ST. PATRICK'S ARMY' 
today! For more information about upcoming 
releases by The Judes, head to their website: 
www.thejudesmusic.net

About this release:
Lead Singer 'Crosson', Femme Fatal 
'Babylon' and The Temptress 'Medusa' 
along with their exhilarating band, 
have released their brand new and 
long-awaited EP Dreamer. Their unique 
brand of '80s style glam-rock is further 
produced in this spellbinding single. 
Their uniqueness as a band, along 
with their talent, exceeds all expecta-
tions! Join the cult movement and 
purchase their brand new EP today!
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Artist: Pillowfighter
Title: Grow Slow With Me
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Alternative/Folk
UPC: 881034742605
Cat No: BPP4216
Distribution: Global

Artist: The Seventh Sphere
Title: Betep
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Rock
UPC: 881034742667
Cat No: BPP4239
Distribution: Global  

About this release:
Margaret White and Joe Seely of Pillowfighter 
have outdone themselves with their new album 
“Grow Slow With Me”. The heart and soul of this 
band has been portrayed throughout this work 
of art. They have crafted beautiful folk melodies, 
exposing a rich and romantic feeling, a gift to be 
shared by everyone. Pillowfighter are the 
epitome of folk. You will not be disappointed 
once you've purchased their latest album GROW 
SLOW WITH ME. For more information on 
Pilllowfighter and their upcoming releases, head 
to their MySpace: 
www.myspace.com/pillowfightermusic

About this release:
Let The Epic Ballads Begin! Russian 
rockers, The 7th Sphere are back 
with the explosive new album Betep. 
The combination of rocking lyrics and 
instrumental mastery is pure bliss. 
They have gone from strength to 
strength, which is shown through the 
success of this album. The Seventh 
Sphere has once again proved that 
they are one of the best heavy metal 
bands to come out of Russia.
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